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Fans wait in line for hours to see concer

Admissions
counseling
limited
Six staff members
responsiblefor
recruiting students
By Sara Spivey
Daily Staff Writer

Don Hockwater / Daily Staff
ABOVE: Fans of the band Good Charlotte build a human pyramid as
they wait for the gates to open for the show Wednesday at the San
Jose State University Event Center. The girls said they had been in line
since 6 a.m, and were looking for ways to relieve the boredom of their
wait. The band Sum 41 opened for Good Charlotte.
LEFT: Priscilla Jennings and Tim Perkins, both 19 years old, have been
waiting in line for the Good Charlotte concert at the Event Center
Wednesday. Jennings and Perkins said they were in line since 1 a.m.

Teenagers, parents arrive well in
advance to see Good Charlotte
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Writer

RIGHT: Heather and
Samantha Guy, 13 -year-old
cousins, said they skipped
school to wait in line and
make signs for Joel and Benji
Madden of the band Good
Charlotte on Wednesday
outside of the Event
Center, Good Charlotte’s
current tour, The Chronicles
of Life and Death, includes
bands Sum 41, Hazen Street,
and Lola Ray.

Photos by Eliza Gutierrez / Daily Staff

Israeli novelist
speaks on terrorism
By Anna Molin
Daily Staff Writer
Israeli novelist Orly Castel -Bloom
spoke about the dread of living in a
world where terrorism has become an
everyday occurrence to an audience of
about 25 on Wednesday in the auditorium 41 the Engineering building.
The Center for Literary Arts within the College of Humanities and the
Arts presented the address in-partnership with San Jose State University’s
Jewish Studies Program, which sponsored the event together with the Israeli Consulate,
Castel -Bloom, 44, has written
series of novels, including "Where
Am?" (1990), "Dolly City" (1992),
"The Mina Lisa" (1995) and "Human
Parts" (2002).
She received the Newman Prize
for literature in 2003 and has been acknowledged as one of the 50 most influential women in Israel by one of its
leading newspapers,
Castel-131oom said she traveled to
the United States to speak about her

new book "Human Parts," which audience members could purchase for
$25 outside the auditorium, nod to
study Americans for her next book.
In "Human Parts," Castel -Bloom
reflects on the horror of terrorism
compared to the horror of living in a
society where people have adjusted to
a world full of terrorism.
"How many people died in Sept,
11 exactly?" Castel -1310m asked the
audience as site stood behind the po
dium.
A murmur of Answers flew about
the room "more than 3,000," "between 2,000 and 3,000" and "ten thousand if you consider the aftermatls."
"You are Americans (and) you don’t
know," Castel -Bloom said, adding that
2,931 people died in the attacks..
She then enticed the audience into
a discussion 06 the sequence of terrorfrom
ist events that followed 9/11
Bali on Oct. 12, 2002, to the terrorist
siege of a Moscow theater from Oct.
23-26, 2002, to the Madrid bombing
see CASTEL-BLOOM, page

Many people with red, green, purple and other hair colors wore black
clothes and lined up in front of the
Event Center at San Jose State University on Wednesda
They were waiting to see the performances of thur punk and rock
bands
Good Charlotte, Hazen
Street, Lola Ray and Sum 41.
The concert started at 7 p.m., but
sonic people lined up much earlier.
"I’ve been waiting here since 1 a.m.
to get a good seat," said Priscilla Jennings from San Jose.
Tickets were general admission, so
people had to get to San Jose as quickly as possible for a good spot, said Joy
Pinkerton front Hayward.
No matter people’s ages, various
ages of people lined to see the four
bands’ performances,
"tin 50 years old, but I know everything of Good Charlotte," said David Flynn who came with his daughter
front Stockton.
Flynn said since his 13 -year-old
daughter Elizabeth became "obsessed"
with Good Charlotte, he has also be-

coisse a fan.
Flynn said he and his daughter
were hurried to get to San Jose and
the traffic was smooth from Stockton,
so they arrived in San Jose around 2:
30 p.m.
"My daughter’s bible teacher was
upset because she skipped the class to
go to Good Charlotte’s concert," Flynn said.
However, while Elizabeth wore
black eyeliner and a hat that was embroidered with the band’s name, "Good
Charlotte," Flynn didn’t wear makeup
or dress up as his daughter did.
"I wanted to dress up and wear
makeup, but my daughter didn’t want
me to do that," Flynn said.
"If he did wear makeup, it would be
OK. But I want my dad to look like a
regular dad," Elizabeth said.
Even though Flynn and Elizabeth
didn’t really agree about fashion, both
of them said they love to go to concerts
together.
"Whets I went us my first concert, .1
was about 17, and my parents had never been to a concert I went to. So I like
see CHARLOTTE. page 3

Six staff members in the department of visitor relations and admissions counseling at San Jose State
University are in charge of recruiting students for a
school of almost 30,000.
"We are in the process of recruiting (new employees)," said Fitima Jackson, the manager of visitor relations and new student programs. "There are three positions posted on our Web site."
The staff hosts admission days at San Jose State
University, provides campus tours to prospective students, gives admission presentations at area high
schools and community colleges and offers admission
counseling on campus every Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Jackson said.
These are all services that SJSU is required by the
CSU system to provide within Santa Clara County,
whirls includes ,ibout 60 high schools and 20 community colleges, she said.
Jackson said they also provide services for out-oftown students who might come to the SJSU campus
or want to speak to a counselor over the phone.
SJSU Services Survey
To help understand how the department of visitor
relations and admissions counseling can better serve
local high schools and community colleges, it sent out
a survey to the schools, said Mu-shall Rose, ’the associate vice president of enrollment and academic services.
The survey asked the schools which services they
received in the past year, how often they received
them and which services they thought were the most
important, he said.
The schools picked an admission presentation at
their school as the No. I needed service, wink a student’s visit to SJSU was rated as No. 2 and appointments with SJSU staff at their particular high school
or community college campus was rated as No. 3.
Out of all the schools surveyed, only 15 responded that they had received die No. I rated service, an
admission presentation at their school, while 25 responded that their students had visited SJSU, the No.
2 rated service.
"With the budget cuts and the type of services we
see

RECRUITING, page 4

Homecoming carnival draws mixed reactions
By Monica Lauer
Daily Staff IVriter
Some students are questioning the presence
of the carnival sponsored by Associated Students
running through Friday on San Jose State University’s campus for Homecoming Week.
"It looks like a lot of fun, but does it really belong on our campus?" said Huy Tram a senior political science major.
’Fran ran against A.S. President Rachel Greathouse last spring in the A.S. presidential election.
Trait was the runner-up in the election, losing by 32 votes.
"It’s just like the constniction. It (the conStruCtion) was gettitig real anneiying, hiCauie. it
kept blocking up all the pathways." Trim said.
Tran said tickets seem .expensive, but he might
go ou a ride because he likes roller coasters.
Tickets for the carnival cost 85 cents each.
Tweutrfour tickets cost SI 7 and 80 tickets cost
550..LAeli ride will cost two to six tickets earls,
according to the sign as one of the carnival ticket booths.
The carnival will run today and Friday from
11 ;Lin. to 2 pan. and from 5 p.m, to 10 p.m,
. Nikko Adre, a freslmsan business marketing
major, said he has a class in the Spartan Complex
and students were looking out the windows at the
rides during class time.
see CARNIVAL. rage
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Benjamin Favela / Daily Staff
David Vo, nephew of Homecoming Queen candidate Phi Tran, rides the carousel during the
carnival put on by Associated Students Wednesday. The carnival, located at the AS, Recreation
Area, is running through Oct 29.
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Thanks for noth ng Bush except for some comic relief
Thank you, President George W. Bush, for your four years weapons might fall into the wrong hands.
of so-called service to this country.
Dulnya, didn’t you invade Iraq to find these weapons of
Thanks for nothing.
mass destruction in fear that Saddam Hussein would use them
Sure, you tried your best.
against us? ’
After all, you’ve had a lot on your plate the past four years
Now, these explosives, which can be used as
dealing with terrorists, responding to the 9/11 attacks, look- car bombs, cans potentially kill not only U.S. and
ing for weapons of mass destruction, forming sentences it’s
allied troops, but Iraqi civilians as well.
- hard work.
After living under Saddam’s regime, the
. But looking at your accomplishments, your goals do not Iraqi people still Ewe in fear.
benefit the :majority:
So, Bush, it turned out the invasion of Iraq
’Many in the United States were under the impression that was not helpful to anyone after all, except to you
you invaded the country of your father’s enemy because you and anybody connected to Vice President Dick
were standing up for your citizens.
Cheney.
You told us Iraq was invaded because the country was
Halliburton, an oil business- that Cheney
linked to Osama bin Laden and was harboring weapons of headed before becoming vice president, recently
mass destruction, Peoplesexpectedthat you would help the cit- signed a reconstruction Operations contract in
izens and the local Iraqi businesses.
Iraq for $10 billions. Meanwhile, gas- prices in
JENNIFER
People expected that you would, have a plan, but you the states have continued to increase.
didn’t.
During the past two weeks alone, gas prices
You misled us.
jumped by five cents a gallon.
On Sunday, Iraqi insurgents killed nearly 50 Iraqi troops.
Thank you, Mr. President, for looking out for yourself.
And three days ago, nearly 400 tons of explosives under
But among your more quirky qualities, Mr. President, is
protection of the United Nations ;Lind the United States went your response to morality.
missing in Iraq.
As the president of our mostly Christian but growing
As the hunt continues, the biggest concern is that the Muslim, Buddhist, Sikh, Mormon, Hindu and atheist

country, you probably view yourself, literally, "under God."
It’s God, then the Holy Ghost, then Jesus and then you.
No wonder you think you have the right to step in and make
claims of morality.
But as you allegedly praise God, you have
also successfully denied rights to a minority in
the United States based on your Bible -thumping ways.
Mr. President, I know that you are not a
homosexual, but just because you are not the
minority does not mean a group of people
shouldn’t enjoy the same marriages that heterosexual couples enjoy.
Who are you to pass judgment on morality anyway?
But as usual with so many people who take
their holy books literally, there is always room
MCLAIN for
interpretation.
What does the Bible say about lying?
I’m pretty sure it’s a sin.
And Thank you, Mr. President, for flip-flopping on your
religious ideas.
Thank you, Mr. President, for promoting ignorance you
are a poster child for what so many around the world hate.
Thank you for using propaganda now I can connect with

my father Who experienced the Red Scare while he was growing up.
Thank you for your environmentally conscious laws
well, maybe the laws weren’t so environmentally conscious.
In Het, you actually reversed several environmental plans
that former presidents have passed.Thank you for looking out
for the best interest of my grandchildren, your grandchildren
and all other figure Americans.
Thank you, President Bush, for an entertaining four years,
for a reason to stay involved with politics and for reaffirming
that California is the best place to live in the United States.
But above all else, Mr. President, thank you for your humor. Hand when you do win I’m sure you’ll find a way at
least I can look forward to laughing ist you on television.
Thank you, Mr. President.
Thanks for nothing.

Jennfpr McLain 4 the Spar/an Daily execUtive editor.
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THOUGHT CRIMES I KONSTANTIN ABADJIEV

WELL,I NEVER SAW
EVEN ONE OF MY
PAYCHECKS, I GOT
LAID ONLY ABOUT
ONCE A MONTH, AND
THATS ON A GOOD
MONTH, AND I CAN ’
NO LONGER FORM MY
OWN OPINIONS,

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
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more information, call the Music Office at 924-4673.

School of Art anti Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at 924-4330.

Mosaic Cross Cultural Center
"Breaking Down Walls: Study Abroad" will take place
from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Building F. Students
who have traveled abroad will share their experiences.
For more information, call 924-6255.

Counseling Services
A women’s process group will meet from 10:30 a.m. to
noon in counseling services. For more information, call
Carina Esteban or Ciara Mahan at 924-5910.
Black Alliance of Scientists and Engineers
A bake sale from 11 a.m. to 2 pm. will take place
in front of the Student Union. A general meeting
will take place at 7 p.m. in the Ohlone room in the
Studerrt Union. For more information, call Akili at
644-0572.
College Democrats
"Get Out the Vote BBQ will take place at noon in
the University Club. The barbecue will be followed by
a showing of "Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch’s War on
Journalism" at 12;30 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m.
Confirmation classes will take place from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. "The Bible and You" will take place from
7 p.m. to 8 p.m. The Alpha Omega Student
Fellowship will meet at 8 p.m. All events will take
place in the Catholic Campus Ministry. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
School of Music
"The Listening Hour" concert series featuring a
percussion ensemble will take place from 12:30 p.m.
to 1.:20 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. For

Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance
A meeting will take place from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in
the Montalvo room in the Student Union. For more
information, call Anne 924-6500.
Ice Skating Club
A meeting will take place at 6 p.m. at Gordon Biersch
for Disney On Ice. I.or more information, call
(650) 996-8489.
Society of Latino Engineers and Scientists
A meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the Costanoan
room in the Student Union.
Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife," a time for worship, prayer, fellowship
and hearing the word will take place at 8 p.m. at the
Spartan Memorial. For more information, call Mark
Depoid 421-9281.
Peer Mentor Program
Applications to become a peer mentor are clue. For
information, call 924-5616.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
An exhibit of documents and photographs form the
days of the California State Normal School
(1870-1921) will be on display in the fifth floor of the
King Library. For more information, call Mike
at 802-4037,

Magic 8 Ball, will Bush win?
These signs point to yes
and one does not, America usually elects the outsider. Do we
After months and months and months, we’re finally comhope to find someone immune to Beltway politics?
ing down to the wire for the election.
lin the three elections mentioned where a sitting president
When did the first Democrat announce his candidacy?
failed to win a second term, melt lost to an outsider a curWasn’t it Jan. 21,2001?
Yet on TV, the talking heads drone on tirelessly about ev- rent or former governor.
Of the five elections Since 1948 that did not involve a
ery twist and turn on the campaign trails. Newspapers and
news magazines have articles and photo spreads and graphics, re-election bid, four went to candidates wino had less of the
insider "taint."
all telling us what to make of events.
2000 Vice President Al Gore lost to the governor of
Assuming we don’t get "Election 2004: The Neverending
Texas.
Story II," the nonstop over-analyzing will all be over in a few
1998 Vice President Hubert Humphrey lost to fordays, right?
mer vice president Richard Nixon, who had been out of
Dream on.
After the election, the analysts will discuss
Washington for eight years.
it and write about it for a long time to come.
Nix President
1960
Vice
The analyses aren’t all tiresome, however.
Ye5,
011
lost
to
a
senator.
I enjoyed a feature called "The Fight for
Kennedy WaS a Washington insider, but
Control" in the San Jose Mercury News on
isot to the extent of a vice president.
Sunday. It discussed which states should be
I9C2
This one time, neicarried by President George W. Bush on Nov.
ther candidate was a Washington
2, which are expected to go to Sen. John Kerry,
insider. Evens so, Gen. Dwight D.
and which states are too close to call.
Eisenhower, a political outsider, heat
A map of the United States showed
Adlai Stevenson, governor of Illinois.
a probable distribution of electoral votes.
Only inn 1988 did a Washington insider
What jumped out at me from that visual
beat an outsider. Vice President George
presentation was that the Bush states were
13ush beat Michael Dukakis, former
RON
PA
NGRAC
predominantly rural, while the Kerry states
governor of Massachusetts. Again, the
were comparatively urban.
senior Bush is the anomaly.
The map showed Bush winning large
Advantage: George W. Bush. Kerry, a
geographic areas the South, much of the Midwest and senuatuir for 19 years, does not have the outsider "mystique" necmany big states in the West. It also showed Kerry winning essary to unseat an incumbent.
high population areas California, Washington, Illinois and
much of the Northeast. (The "undaunted" states, 15 in all, A Man of the People
were a mix of rural and urban states.)
Going along with the "Outsider" trend, we want, UnI’ve heard discussions of rural-versus-urban trends bethre. derstandably, a leader wino is in touch with our issues and
I wondered if other trends could be found, so I went online concerns, someone who even feels approachable,
and pulled data for all presidential elections front 1948 on.
1992 Clinton played the saxophone on "The Arsenio
In analyzing the past 14 elections, sure enough, I slid find
1.611 Show," while Bush, during a campaign stop, was
some patterns.
unfamiliar with a department store checkout scanner.
1980 Reagan appeared folksy and affable compared
Incumbency
to the beleaguered Carter.
Already being in the White House is a clear advantage.
1960 I have often heard that Nixon should have wont
Nine of the 14 elections involved a candidate seeking
the presidential debates that year, but that Kennedy
re-election. Of these, two-thirds went to the incumbent (TruCatne off as inure charismatic on television.
man, Eisenhower, Johnson, Nixon, Reagan, Clinton).
Advantage: George W. Bush. Although both are Yale grads Only Ford, Carter and fortner President Bush were booted
uses, Texan Dubya is much more of:, "good or boy" than Kerry.
out of else White House.
With the residual stench of Watergate hanging around
Which brings us back to the rural/urban breakdown.
Which candidate represents America? In different ways, they
him, Ford lost to Caner in 1976.
Carter had the Iranian hostage crisis as afl albatross around both do, But only one will occupy the White House. He %yin
his neck during his re-election bid.
Inc our leader, and he will be the face of America seen around
Bush the Elder in 1992, not having a similarly significant the world.
strike against hitn, is an anomaly.
Because this election is so tight, there’s no telling what will
Advantage: George W. Bush. Even though many consider happen Thesday but if I were a betting man, I might put
the war in Iraq to be a debacle, plenty of Americans do sup- some serious money on Bush.
port the president and Nixon was re-elected in 1972 even
though he hadn’t gotten the country out of Vietnam yet.
Washington Insiders Versus Outsiders
In contests where one candidate has experience in D.C.

Ron Pangrar it a .Spur/au Daily production editor:
"ndoraing"anpon3 everynnarrlay.

Correction:
Drew Froese’s quote in Wednesday’s opinion page under "Campus Voices" was printed with
an incorrectphoto. The actual photo above the quote was cfAmy Fardconer; a child development senior, who thoughtfiguring out a way to get troops out ofIraq was the most important issue the winner ofthe presidential election would have toface. The Spartan Daily
regrets the error.
E.L.
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Layer by layer
Associated Press

Amanda Brittingham / Daily Staff
Orly Castel -Bloom, one of Israel’s most important authors, speaks
in the Engineering Building Wednesday afternoon.

CASTEL-BLOOM I
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem
Begin sought to devise a peace
on March 11, and then the terrorist
hostage crisis in the small Russian between the two countries.
"I was very moved by her speech,"
town of Beslan in September.
Castel-Bloom said the responses Dolmatch said. "There has always
she received mirrored the same dis- been some kind of terror in Israorientation of events she frequently el, there is just more of it now than
came across while holding her sym- there used to be."
Dolmatch said she thought Casposiums.
"Do you remember how shocked tel -Bloom spoke elegantly about Isyou were (on 9/11)?" Castel -Bloom raelis’ everyday reality.
"The terrorism in Israel really
asked, "And then how you were less
shocked when Bali was hurt and the never stops," she said.
"And it seems to raise more inRussian theater. People are inclined
to become more and more indiffer- tense and more anti -Israeli feelings,
rather than sympathy for the Israeent."
She said this is what has hap- lis and the situation that they have to
pened in Israel where people have live in, and certainly, she expressed
become used to life with an omni- that very well."
Jenna Santos, an undeclared
present threat of terrorism.
The fact that death is always so freshman, said although she had not
near, so possible, is ruining many read any of the author’s books beparts of your soul," Castel -Bloom forehand, the talk made her want to
read "Human Parts."
said.
"I thought it was very interestShe touched
Santos
tag,"
upon her own
said. "What she
experiences
talked
about
with the same
made me want
kind of irony
to read it."
one could exPaula Silva,
pect from her
an undeclared
writings.
freshman, said
For examshe had not read
ple, she told the
any of Castel story of how
Bloom’s books
Vice President
either, but felt
Dick Cheney
more informed
to
happened
about the Isadversely imraeli -Palestinian
pact her life as
situation afterOrly Castel-Bloom, ward.
she was traveling to Jerusa"I never relem for a lecauthor
ally
realized
ture.
what they were
The Israegoing through
li government
back there," Silva said. "It made me
had, in preparation for Cheney’s realize how much suffering and how
visit, shut down central highways much worry they go through every
and placed security roadblocks along single day."
most trafficked routes.
She said she felt motivated to
As it turned out, she had to redi- pick up a copy of "Human Parts" afrect her travel route away from Road terward.
No. 1, the safest road going to Jeru"I like how she has that personal
salem, to an alternative "ghost road" experience and how she relates to the
occupied mainly by military vehicles book," Silva said.
and snipers along the curbside "just
Members of the audience could
because Dick Cheney blocked Road get their copy of "Human Parts"
No, 1," Castel-Bloom said.
signed after the session ended, at
She also revealed how sonic peo- which time a few also got to chat
ple in Israel avoid taking the bus, or with Castel -Bloom.
step away from the street when a bus
The Center for Literary Arts will
comes along, because of fear of sui- continue presenting a series of leccide bombers.
tures with famous, prize-winning au"Israel is a laboratory exploring thors in the following months.
the human mind and how the mind
Next in line is W.S. Merwin, the
copes with the nearness of death," Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
said Castel-Bloom, referring to the such literary works as "The Carrier
bizarre reality Israelis have learned of Ladders, "The Lice," "The Puto live with.
pil" and "The Ends of the Earth,"
Sandy Dolmatch, an art deal- is set to speak at 7:30 p.m. on Nov.
er, said she heard about the event 15 at the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
through a friend in her book club, Joint Library and at noon on Nov. 16
and wanted to attend because she in the auditorium in the Engineering
lived in Jerusalem in 1979 when building.
continuedfrom page 1
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"Thefact that death is
always so near, so
possible, is ruining
many parts ofyour
soul."

Amateur
MEDFORD, Ore.
archaeologist Jack Lee Harelson
was acquitted Wednesday on two
counts of trying to hire a hitman
to kill people involved in his 1996
conviction for robbing ancient Indian graves in the Nevada desert.
But after deliberating for 10
hours over two days, the Jackson
County Circuit Court jury of six
men and six women said it could
not reach a verdict in four other
counts in the murder-for-hire case,
The jury did find Harelson guilty
on two counts of being a felon in
possession of a firearm.
Prosecutor Tim Barnack said
they would retry the four counts left
unresolved by the jury.
"We thought there was a lot of
evidence to support a conviction,"
Barnack said. "There is not a lot we
will do differently. There will be a
little more explanation" on the legal issues.
Harelson, who showed little visible reaction as Judge Lorenzo Mejia read the verdicts, was stunned by
the outcome, said defense attorney
Bob Abel.
Abel said the jury apparently
believed Harelson’s testimony that
he was not serious, and just "being gross" when he was captured on
tape discussing how he wanted the
four victims killed. He said the jury
was likely concerned over the lack
of a tape recording to back up informant Brian Doland’s testimony
on a final meeting.
"In my opinion, the missing tape
combined with the highly questionable credibility of the informant
those were the key issues in this
case, and obviously the jury wasn’t
convinced," Abel said. "I don’t know
how else to interpret the jury’s decision other than that they believed
(Harelson)."
Harelson, 64, was accused of
trying to hire a hitman to kill retired Josephine County Circuit
Judge Loyd O’Neal, state police Lt.
Walt Markee and opal mine part-

ners Lloyd Olds and the late Richard Ledger, both of Brookings. The
four were involved in Harelson’s
1996 conviction for stealing ancient
Indian artifacts.
The jury deadlocked 6-6 on
charges of conspiracy to commit aggravated murder, attempted aggravated murder and the two counts of
solicitation to murder naming Markee and Olds. The aquittals came
on the two solicitation to murder
counts naming O’Neal and Ledger.
Abel said he would work to win
Harelson’s release on bail pending
resolution of the case, and see if
there was a way to work out a resolution of the charges that would
avoid another trial.
Last week, Harelson pleaded guilty to two counts of corpse
abuse for his handling of the ancient mummified remains of two
Indian children he was convicted
in 1996 of digging out of Elephant
Mountain Cave in the Black Rock
Desert of Nevada. Police found
the remains without their heads in
Harelson’s garden. The heads have
since been recovered.
Harelson has also been fined
$2.5 million in a civil proceeding by
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management for excavating the cave,
In final arguments on Tuesday,
prosecutor Clay Johnson played 13
tape recordings, secretly obtained
by a paid police informant, of meetings with Harelson in December
2002 and January 2003 around
Grants Pass.
Abel argued Harelson was the
victim of entrapment, and focused
on the fact that the tape recorder
failed to work when informer Doland went to Harelson’s Grants Pass
home with a staged Polaroid photograph of Olds pretending to lie
dead in a shallow grave.
Olds said he was surprised the
jury didn’t convict on all counts,
given the amount of evidence,
which included tapes of Harelson
saying the hitman should kill Olds’
grandchildren if he found them in
hislap.

SFO airport officials
look to curb delays
Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO
San
Francisco International Airport has
unveiled a $20 million fix for flight
delays caused by temperamental
weather.
The solution, a new landing
procedure that lets two planes almost simultaneously descend onto
twin runways and utilizes a new radar system, took six years to develop and was demonstrated Tuesday.
"It essentially allows us to cheat
the weather," said Capt. Joseph
Burns, director of CHflight standards and technology for United
Airlines.
Just last week, heavy storms led
to the closure of one of the airport’s
two landing runways, And the reduced visibility caused by fog or
overcast doesn’t just inconvenience
passengers at San Francisco.
It backs up traffic all the way to
the East Coast, said David Stem-

pler, spokesman for the passenger
advocacy group Air Travelers Association, who calls the airport "a
choke point."
In the new procedure, as one
plane starts a traditional landing
from the west, the second plane
swings in at a 3 -degree angle from
the east to keep itself safely away
from the first plane’s turbulent
wake. The planes also have about
1,000 vertical feet between them.
Then, the pilot of the angled plane
straightens into a traditional headon landing.
Though the procedure could
appear routine to passengers, it
was set aside three years ago because of safety concerns about letting planes fly so close together in
bad weather.
But the development of a radar known as a precision runway
monitor which allows controllers
to more accurately track planes allayed fears,

Shaminder Dulai / Daily Staff
Dave Henderson, junior Art Photography major, puts together a papier-mache pumpkin Tuesday at San Jose State University. The pumpkins are an assignment for Tony May’s "3D Concepts" class and will
be displayed, rain permitting, outdoors during Halloween.

keeps me young.’

CHARLOTTE I
continuedfrom page I
going to concerts with my daughter,"
Flynn said.
Not only dads came to the concert
with their children, there were also
some moms.
Linda Monney from Antioch lined
up with her 14-year-old daughter, Rachel, and Gaby Harris, a friend of Rachel’s.
Rachel and Gaby said they have
been friends since they were in kindergarten and have the same taste in
music.
Rachel and Gaby wore makeup
and colored their hair, Gaby sprayed
part of .Monney’s hair with red hair
dye.
Monney said she has been to other
concerts such as No Doubt and Blink
182 with her children.
"I like going to concerts with them.
It keeps me young," Monney said.
While people lined up for a long
time, some of them became friends.
Pinkerton from Hayward said she
had also waited in line since 1 a.m.
and became friends with Jennings
from San Jose and her friend, Timothy Perkins, also from San Jose,
Pinkerton, a student of Chabot
College in Hayward, went back to
school to attend her classes.
While Pinkerton was in class, her
friend, Tisha Thornton, said she was
keeping a seat for her.
While Thorton was keeping the
seat, she enjoyed knitting and talking with other people such as Jennings
and Perkins.
"They are very nice people," Thorton said about her new friends.
Jennings said she mainly catne to
the Event Center to see Good Char-

lotte and that she has been fan of the
band since 1999.
Jennings and Perkins set their hairstyles as mohawks for the concert.
"We set our hair last night. We
used hair glue to set this hairstyle,"
Jennings said.
While they were waiting, some
people curiously asked them what
they were waiting for, and campus
police officers were also checking
around, Perkins said.
Perkins said he mainly came to see
Good Charlotte and the reason he
likes their music is because "they have
positive music,"
While some of fans have been to
other Good Charlotte concerts, this
was the first concert for some, such as
Yalila Rodriguez from Monterey.
For the concert, Rodriguez and her
brother Fidel Martin colored their
hair with ’red hairspray.
"This is just for today. It’s washable," Rodriguez said.
"We’ve been here since 10 a.m.
I’m so excited to see them," Rodriguez said.
However, not all of them came to
see Good Charlotte, some were waiting for the other bands.
Pinkerton and her friend Thornton
from San Jose said they were waiting
to see Lola Ray.
"I’m waiting all night for only the
opening band," she said,
Pinkerton said she estimated Lola
Ray would probably play for only 25
minutes.
It wasn’t raining early Tuesday
morning, but it was very cold to stay
over night and sleep outside, Jennings
said.
"My throat started hurting in the
middle of afternoon," Pinkerton said.
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CARNIVAL I UPD has not received any complaints

Rock on

continuedfrom page 1
"When you’re in the classrooms
you can see the rides going on. And
you could hear the ride sounds, but it’s
not distracting," Adre said.
He thought the carnival was
"cool," but doesn’t plan on going on
any of the rides because they are not
free, Adre said.
Music from the rides is not played
during the day, said Alfonso De Alba,
A.S. executive director.
"This morning (Wednesday), we
had all the rides and none of them
had music," De Alba said. "Music will
be played (at night)."
The University Police Department has not received any noise complaints from students or professors as
of Wednesday afternoon said police

officer Manuel Aguayo.
If campus police receives a complaint they will go to the sponsor of
the event and see if they can resolve
the problem first, Aguayo said.
There are sound restrictions on
campus, which all events have to obey,
Aguayo said.
Any activity on campus that disrupts the operation or activities of the
university is not allowed according
the president’s directive regarding use
of buildings and grounds of SJSU.
If sound amplification equipment
is used at an event the volume must be
limited so it can’t be heard beyond the
area necessary for the event, according
to the president’s directive.
Campus police officers have been
walking through the carnival on "frequent patrol checks," Aguayo said.
Jim England, a junior physics ma-

Ashley Bess / Daily Staff

Becky Trafecanty, a 26 -year-old social worker, rock climbs at Touchstone
rock climbing gym, located at 200 So. First St., suite 70. Trafecanty says
that she rock climbs for health, fitness, strength and overall fun. Touchstone offers half price college nights every Friday.

RECRUITING I

Six pre-collegeprograms o red at SJSU

continuedfrom page /
provided, there’s not been adequate
stuffing to provide the services equitably (throughout all of the schools),"

Rose said.
He said the survey would help
determine how to better distribute
needed resources to the local schools.
"One of the things we found out
is that one school received 10 services while others didn’t receive any,"
Rote said.
They would like to redistribute the "wealth" of high school and
community college campus visits,
said Jackson, the manager of visitor relations and new student programs.

Instead of going to one school
twice, (we) would go to a different
school the second time," she said.
Although the recruiting is not
tatgeted to the East Side Union
High School District, they probably
received the most services in the last
few years, Jackson said.
She said that test scores and demographics were a large determining factor, but that federal grants are
also an influence.
. Pre-College Programs
There are six pre-college programs at SJSU that conic through
federal grants, said Frank Castillo,
the associate director of academic
services.
They are the Upward Bound
Project, Educational Talent Search,
the Parent Empowerment Council,
the Collaborative Training Institute,
the Test Preparation Academy, and
a federal dissemination partnership,
he said.
The programs come about
through a nationwide competition
for grants for "soft money," Castillo
said. He said the students involved in
these programs must be either firstgeneration college students or from
low-income families.
"(The programs) address students
who are not geared for college, to
provide that opportunity, that access
for post-secondary education," Castillo said:
The grants are decided by a com-

mittee that chooses what it considers
to be the best programs to provide
services to the local community and
must be renewed every four years,
he said.
One of the requirements for the
grants is that the programs must
single out the lowest performing
and neediest schools, Castillo said.
He said they also have to determine
how SJSU can help the schools improve and prepare more students for
college.

"(The programs)
address students’ who
are not gearedfor
college, to provide that
opportunity .for
post-secondary
education."
Frank Castillo,
associate director,
academic services
He said the programs have a lot
of success stories, and three of them
graduated from SJSU and are nosy
working in his department.
"You know this staff is passionate, and committed to doing the best
work that we can. It’s wonderfid to
hear the staff ... share their stories,"
he said.
One of these staff members is
Blanca Sanchez, the academic coordinator for academic services, who
graduated from SJSU in 2003.
She is the first in her family to attend college, she said, and all of her
three siblings have also had sonic sort
of post-secondary education, which
she attributes in part to her involvement with the Upward Bound program from. 1995 to 1998_
Sanchez took the bus from San
Jose Academy to SJSU for tutoring

once per week in the afternoon, and
got a ride from her parents to attend
classes on Saturdays. She said she also

attended a number of workshops.
"Tutoring helped me with my
classes, especially with math and science, ... (but) the most important influence was helping me get to college," Sanchez said.
She said the program helped her
understand what the college entrance
requirements were, and helped her
when it came time to fill out college
applications and financial aid forms.
"I decided to come here to SJSU,
and the fact that I had been coming
here for (three) years made it easier,
it was just like continuing with what
I was already doing," Sanchez said.
Campus Visits
Campus visits are very important
in helping students decide to go to
college, said Marilyn Bliss, the medical magnet coordinator for Andrew
Hill High School in San Jose.
About 50 Andrew Hill High
School students come to SJSU each
year to visit the recreation and leisure, kinesiology, nutrition, nursing,
occupational therapy and health science departments, she said.
"The kids kind of get an idea of
what SJSU is like. They understand
the majors because they do something that’s interactive, (such as)
body fat testing for nutrition ... hula
hoops for occupational therapy, and
they talk about why people do those
things," Bliss said.
But last year, SJSU had a problem
with its budget and could not afford
to host the visit, Bliss said,
This year she called and offered
to help SJSU find a way to make the
visit possible, and they put it together, she said.
"I think if you have your connections in place there’s ways around
problems so that kids can participate," Bliss said.
Andrew I lill High School is only
one inile away from SJSU, Bliss said,
but a lot of the students have never
seen the university before,
.She said the visit helps the students see that there are other people
just like them who go to SJSU, and it
makes them see that it is possible.
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jor, thought the carnival was overdone
for the number of people he thinks
will participate.
"I think there are more productive
things to do on a Wednesday night,"
England said.
Julie Nguyen, a freshman chemistry major, said the carnival makes her
feel like she has "Spartan pride."
"I’m overwhelmed and shocked,"
Nguyen said. "I never thought it
would be this big. It kind of puts the
Homecoming over the top, which is a
good thing."
She plans on bringing her younger
sisters to the carnival and will buy the
tickets at the booth the night they attend, Nguyen said.
The departments involved in approving the carnival were risk man-

agement, the University Police Department, facilities development and
operations and the president’s office
said De Alba.
"Yes, it is going to be different," De Alba said. "This is not a
common activity on a campus, but
we are not planning to do it every
day."
The carnival will be setup
through Friday. It will not be held
over the weekend because the football game is on Saturday, De Alba
said.
"It should be on the weekend,
but I can understand too that they
don’t want to distract from Homecoming," Tran said. "But at the
same time you are doing it during
classes and during school."
If the carnival was setup on the
weekend it would probably only be
visited by else public because students are not usually on campus
over the weekends, De Alba said.
Questions were asked by the
campus risk management department about the carnival, such as
safety of the rides, issues of risk
management and employment, etc.

were asked by campus risk management, De Alba said,
"All the questions that were asked
about risk management were answered satisfactorily," De Alba said.
AS. has its own insurance for the
events it sponsors but Butler Amusements Inc. had to go out and get a
higher level of insurance to meet the
university’s requirements, De Alba
said.
utler Amusements Inc. set up the
carnival for free but has an opportunity to profit from the carnival, De
Alba said.
Butler Amusements Inc. also has a

contract with A.S. to give them about
20 pet cent of the profits from ticket
sales, De Alba said.
"Our goal and their goal (Butler Amusement Inc.’s) is to do the
best that we can to not damage the
grounds," De Alba said.
’At the end, since A.S. is the sponsoring entity it is something we are

"Our goal ... zs to do
the best that we can
to not damage the
grounds."
Alfonso De Alba
executive director,
Associated Students
going to have to deal with our selves
and make sure we bring the plaza
back to the way it is supposed to be,"
De Alba said.
Sonic areas didn’t have grass because of the construction that was going on, De Alba said.
Specific areas such as sprinkler
heads or pipe were marked with paint
or a small flag by facilities development and operations before the carnival was assembled, said Dennis Suit,
facility manager for facility development and operations at SJSU.
"They marked all the areas they
are worried about us damaging," De
Alba said.
A.S. and Butler Amusements Inc.
had to meet the university requirements for insurance, De Alba said.
After the carnival ends and is removed, the damage to the grounds

tractor will be responsible for producing the money to make the repairs,
Suit said.
Damages that could occur to the
lawn, sprinkler, heads, pipes, and com-

paction of the pound, etc. will be included, Suit said.
The grass in the area of the carniwas recently
val, near Sweeney
sodded, Suit said. Sod costs about a
square
foot
to cover bare
dollar per
ground.
"Wow actors) had icsodded some
spots, especially over there by Sweeney Hall, before we heard about the
carnival," Suit said. "When they
heard about the carnival they put off
doing any move resockling there,"
The .cost of the damages can’t be
estinatted until the carnival is finished and packed up. Suit said.
Pat Vincer, an employee of Butler Amusements Inc. who was working at the carnival, said Wednesday morning a couple dozen people
stopped es play the ’Shooting Star"
tnischine gun game.
"It’s amazing because you think
they would be on their way w classes
or something like that," Vineer said.
"But they took the tune out of their
busy schedules to enjoy themselves."
Vincer said he thought the iitrnival at SJSt [ was small.
"’s-Ye do so many hig showis," Vine cc said, "I’m surprised, this is, the first
time I’ve ever been to a college to do
a show,"
The carnival was set up lot the
campus ionittoinity
Alba
said.
"This is iisr our conmitinitV." De
Alba s.iid. "Nlai,dy .for our students,
our (’acuity and st at 1. and their bun) lies. They (the
are welcome
to come, and this is their university
too."
"Maybe this is a good idea and
they 1.0fIle raver here and they say
’Wow. I want to go to that university
that has a carnival.’ "
Alba said,
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Hall has a 90 -clay maintenance period
to clean up and repidr any damages, as
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pus have, Suit said.
But the carnival is occurring dur-.
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Amusements Inc., A.S. and the con-
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Spartan goalkeeper
credits success tofamily,
program andfriends

Catherine 13urmeister / Daily Staff
Adrienne Herbst is the starting goalkeeper for the San Jose State University women’s soccer team. As an Englis h major she hopes to someday
teach English and coach soccer at a high school.

By Stacey Ruesch
Daily Staff Writer

"I see great things for Adri- full -ride scholarship for soccer
enne," Toff said. "She’s had at Loyola University in Chicago,
to come over a lot (with her) and Adrienne Herbst has a full
On and off the soccer field, playing goalie because of her scholarship for soccer at SJSU.
Adrienne Herbst is a family-ori- height."
Herbst’s brother graduated
ented person.
Herbst said her brother Dan- a year-and -a -half ago, but Toff
Herbst is the San Jose State ny got her involved in playing said that didn’t stop him front
University women’s soccer goal- soccer when she was eight.
showing his support for his
keeper, as well as a daughter and
"I wanted to be like him, so I younger sister.
younger sister.
started playing," she said.
"(Her brother) didn’t miss
On the field, Herbst said she
The elder I lerbst would often one time callis good friends with the entire take his little sister to the park to ing her, wishteam, especially the other goal- play soccer.
ing her luck
keepers.
Toff juggled both her chil- on the days she
At home, she has a close re- dren’s soccer schedules when had
games,"
lationship with her mother and they were young.
Herbst’s mothbrother.
"My mom was a total anchor," er said.
Growing up, Herbst said it I lerbst said. "She would balance
Now
tha t
was just her mother, brother and going to my brother’s game and
lerbst’s brothherself.
er has graduthen rush to my game."
"My dad is out of the picture,"
I lerbst’, mother and brother ated and is
Herbst said. "My brother was still regularly’ attend her soccer back in San
like the dad figure in my life."
Jose ivorking
games.
Marilyn Toff, I lerbst’s moth"I’ve got a cool little support full time, Toff
er, said because she WaS a single group," Herbst said. "It’s awe- said he makes
parent with a busy work sched- some."
time to come
ule she wanted to get her chilToff said despite her busy work out and cheer
dren involved in sports so they schedule, she still tries to make it
lerbst on.
would stay active.
to all of her daughter’s games.
"Every
Toff, a project manager
"I love going and always have chance lie gets
at Hewlett Packard, said her since they were little," "[’off said. he comes to
daughter has always been fbThat steadfast dedication her games," Toff said.
cused and dedicated.
to her daughter’s soccer games
Toff added that her son and
"I used to tell her to turn helped build a close relation- daughter share a special bond.
"Their relationship is very
down the dimmer switch a little ship between Herbst and her
cool," Toff said. "They will have
bit," Toff said.
mother.
"She’s like my best friend," that forever."
She added that Herbst, of five
Herbst didn’t come to SJSU
feet, six inches, has had a rough Herbst said.
Even in college, Herbst fol- straight out of high school. She
road in her soccer career and is
constantly having to prove what lowed in her brother’s foot- made a slight detour to the Unisteps. Danny Herbst earned a versity of the Pacific in Stockton
she is capable of.

for a year.
Although Herbst is originally
from San Jose and was interested in attending SJSU, but there
were already four goalkeepers in
the soccer program.
"I didn’t want to come into
a school that already has four
goalies," Herbst said. "I’d rather
go somewhere I could actually
play."
Off to Pacific she went.
Unfortunately,
I .lerbst
wasn’t happy
with the soccer program
at Pacific.
"The girls
were just not
cool and it
wasn’t
fun,"
Herbst said.
Herbst decided to look
SJSU
into
again.
"I talked to
the coach and
he already had
three goalies, but he was like,
’come on in," Herbst said. "It all
worked out."
Herbst is much happier with
her teammates at SJSU.
"The girls here it’s not
even comparable," I-Ierbst said.
"This is the kind of team I’ve
always wanted to play for. The
girls are awesome."
Toff said she has seen a big
difference in her daughter since
she started attending SJSU.
"She loves San Jose State and
she loves the girls," Toff said.
SJSU women’s soccer head
coach Dave Siracusa said Herbst
is extremely intelligent and a
great student. He also said she
is connected to every person on
the team,
"She’s a great kid," Siracusa

"(Her brother)
didn’t miss one time
calling her, wishing
her luck on the days
she had games."
Marilyn Toff,
mother of
Adrienne Herbst

said.
Herbst said she has grown
especially close with the other
goalkeepers on the team, despite only one of them playing
at a time.
Fellow teammate and goalkeeper Erin Lavey said the position of goalkeeper elicits a strong
bond between players in that position because nobody else on
the field knows what it’s like.
"Being a goalkeeper is a real
specified position," Lavey said.
"Unless you’re a goalkeeper you
don’t understand how they’re
feeling."
Lavey said the goalkeepers on
the team have each other’s back
because they understand why
they made the play they did,
whether it was successful or not.
"les awesome when you make
a great save, but I also know how
it feels when (Herbst) makes a
had decision," Lavey said. "You
have to back (her) up."
Lavey said she could relate to
Herbst’s emotions that may result from the decisions she has
to make on plays.
"I know how Adrienne feels
when she has to go pick the ball
out of the net."
During games, .Lavey said
lerbst is a strong presence for
the team.
"She’s definitely an impactful
player on the field," Lavey said.
"She directs traffic."
In the beginning of the season, Herbst said she and Lavey
were splitting playing time
evenly, but Herbst emerged as
the stronger goalkeeper.
"I kind of won the position
over, at least for now, I lerbst
said.
Lavey said I lerbst’ earned the
position of starting goalkeeper
for the team, and deserves to retain the spot.
"She got on a roll and the

team got on a roll," Lavey said.
"She’s definitely proven herself."
Lavey said she believes the
strong bond she shares with
Herbst as well as the rest of the
team is vital to the Spartans’ success.
" f you’re going to be a successful team you have to get along off
the field also," Lavey said. "The
fact that. for the most part, everyone gets along on the team
it ’helps us, playing-wise."
Off the field, Lavey said
Herbst is spontaneous and crazy,.
"She doesn’t care," Lavey said.
"She’ll get crazy off the field. We
have a lot of fun."
II erbst, however, said she is
a homebody and likes to spend
time with her family.
"I love seeing my family when
I can," I’ lerbst said. "I like to
just lay on the couch and watch
a movie and just hang out and
play with my jogs."
Right now, Herbst said she
doesn’t have time for extracurricular activities outside of
school and soccer.
"I’m kind of a nerd," Herbst
said. "School is really important
to me."
H erbstin English major, said
she would like a career working
as an English teacher and soccer
coach at a high school.
Although she claims to not
have time for much of anything
other than school and playing
soccer, Toff said Herbst volunteers to help coach goalkeepers
for under -12 and under-16 girls’
soccer teatTIS.
"She’s on call," Toff’ said. "She
goes out whenever she can and
helps out."
Toff said she is proud Of her
daughter’s achievements.
"She continues to excel and
stay on target," she said. "I’m super proud of her."

Catherine Burmeister / Daily Stall
Spartan Goal keeper Adrienne Herbst prevents Fresno State University forward Mercedes Splettstoesser from
scoring Sunday at Spartan Stadium. Herbst earned her second shutout of the season.
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Red Sox sweep Cards, win first
World Series in 86 years
Associated Press

Don Hoekwater / Daily Staff
Senior outside hitter Carrie Nash prepares to set up a volley during the San Jose State University volleyball
team’s 4-1 loss to the University of Hawai’i on Wednesday at Spartan Gym.

Wahine stay
perfect after
four-game
victory
By Emmanuel Lopez
Daily Staff Writer
San Jose State University fell to the
University of Hawai’i in a grueling 3133, 21-30, 30-26, 20-30 loss at Spartan Gym on Wednesday night.
The Spartans have fallen to 14-7
overall and 5-4 in the Western Athletic Conference, while the Rainbow
Wahine remain unbeaten at 19-0
overall and 9-0 in the conference.
SJSU jumped out to an 18-14 lead
in the opening game, but Hawaii
managed to claw back to tie the game
at 22-22.
Sophomore defensive specialist
Jessie Shull, who had a match -high
32 digs, said both teams were wellprepared coming into Wednesday’s
match.
"We were really pumped up to take
on Hawaii,’ Shull said.
Acting Rainbow Wahine head
coach Charlie Wade, said head coach
Dave Shoji could not make the trip
because of an illness in his family, said
that he anticipated a lengthy and arduous match against the Spartans.
"I expected it to be a long match,"
Wade said. "(The Spartans) are going to battle with you and force you to
compete the whole match."
The Rainbow Wahine and the
Spartans continued to exchange shots
with neither team able to hold more
than a one-point lead.
Down 26-28, the Spartans rallied to tie the game at 29-29 off a Nia
Freeman kill, but the Rainbow Wahine
slammed the door shut on a comeback
and scored two unanswered points to
win the first game at 33-31.
Shull said that the close score inspired the team.
"There were a few balls that could
have gone either way," Shull said.
Spartan head coach Craig Choate said that the team was confident it
could pull the upset despite losing the
initial game.
"I told the players that this isn’t the
same big, bad Hawaii we’ve played
against in the past," Choate said.
The Rainbow Wahine struck back
In the second game, marching out to

San Carlos
Italian Pizza

a 16-15 lead. The Spartans played
catch-up, but to no avail, and Hawaii
clinched the second game 30-21.
Sophomore setter Kristina Conrad,
who recorded 49 assists, said tine team
remained unfazed facing a0-2 deficit.
"We were hanging with Hawaii in
both games," Conrad said. "We had to
stay focused."
The Spartans took an early 15-14
lead and fended off a spirited Rainbow
Wahine rally clinging to a wobbly 2221 lead.
SJSU then went on an 8-5 run to
close out the third game 30-26.
Conrad said the team did is better
job of minimizing mistakes.
"We cut down on the errors in the
third game and that helped a lot,"
Conrad said.
Wade said Inc sensed a dip in his
team’s intensity level.
"I told them, ’We had them, but
we let that game slip away from us,’
"Wade said. "So I told them to come
out and stay aggressive in the fourth
game."
The Rainbow Wahine came out
firing in the fourth game, seizing a
9-4 lead. The Spartans were unable
to mount a rally as the Rainbow Wahine finished the gatne30-20 to take
the snatch.
Conrad said the team faltered at a
bad time.
"We broke down at the end of each
of the (games we lost)," Conrad said.
Shull agreed with Conrad and also
said that the team became hesitant offensively.
"Sometimes we weren’t sure if we
want to keep going or if we want to try
and mix them up with something different," Shull said.
Shull also said Hawaii did a better job of closing out games in the litter stages.
"They made is couple or runs here
and there," Shull said. "They’re used to
finishing strong."
Choate said he was impressed .witin
the team despite coming up short.
"We didn’t get a couple of breaks to
go our way," Choate said. "I’m sure we
could have taken them to five games."

Wade agreed with Choate and
praised the Spartans’ coach.
"Craig gets the most out of the
players Inc Inns," Wade said. "They were
inn it the whole time."
Rainbow Wahine setter Kanoe
Kamanas o racked up 64 assists and
outside hitter Alicia Arnott posted a
match -high 23 kills in the win.
Freshman middle blocker Jennifer
Senftleben spiked 14 kills on 37 attempts and senior outside hitter Carrie Nash recorded her 16th double double with 12 kills and 11 digs.
SJSU next travels to face Boise
State University at 7 1)01. 00 Saturday
at Bronco Gym in Boise, Idaho.

SJSU

the bullpen, and they all came together in a pulsating pile between the mound and first base.
With flashbulbs popping, the hugging and jumping was
ST. LOUIS ,PedraMartinez paraded the trophy down
the left-field line, hoisting it high over his head with both electrifying. And why not? The day that would never quite
hands. Thousands of Boston fans roared. Seeing was believ- come for a generation of Red Sox players and fans had aring, but they still couldn’t believe their eyes.
rived.
"We can’t reverse what was a long time ago," first-year
The Red Sox yes, the Boston Red Sox! were World
Series champions at long, long last. No more curse and no manager Terry Francona said. ’This was our team this year.
You can’t du anything else about any other year."
doubt about it.
Ridiculed and reviled through decades of defeat, the Red
Now the Red Sox get to raise the World Series banner
Sox didn’t just beat the St. Louis Cardinals, owners of the next April 11 in the home opener at Fenway Park, with the
best record in baseball, they swept them for their first crown vanquished Yankees in town forced to watch. No telling who
since 1918.
will be there 18 Boston players are potential free agents,
Johnny Damon hornered on the fourth pitch of the game, including Martinez and Lowe.
Derek Lowe made it stand up and the Red Some won 3-0
"I wish we could get our rings tomorrow," Lowe said.
Yankee Stadium and
Wednesday night, wrapping up a Series in which they never "Unbelievable no more going to
trailed.
having to listen to ’1918."
’All of our fans have waited all their lives for this night,
Lowe followed up peak performances by Curt Schilling
and it’s finally here. These guys did it for you, New England," and Martinez, capping off a year in which Boston traded
Red Sox owner John Henry said.
away popular shortstop Nomar Garciaparra.
Chants of "Thank you, Red Sox!" bounced all around the
"I’m so happy. I’m happy for the fans in Boston, I’m hapballpark when it was over, with Boston fans as revved -up as py for Johnny Pesky for Bill Buckner, for (Bob) Stanley and
they were relieved.
(Calvin) Schiraldi and all the great Red Sox players who can
Only 10 nights earlier, the Red Some were just three outs now be remembered for the great players that they were,"
from getting swept by the New York Yankees in the AL Schilling said.
championship series before becoming the first team in baseSchilling got himself traded from Arizona to Boston last
ball postseason history to overcome a 3-0 deficit.
November, eager to beat the Yankees and put the Red Sox
It was Boston’s sixth championship, but the first after in tine World Series for the first time since 1986. He made it
86 years of frustration and futility, after two world wars, the worth his while, with the win ensuring him an extra $15 milGreat Depression, men on the moon, and the rise and fall of lion in a contract he negotiated himself.
the Soviet Union.
Boston got key contributions front almost everyone.
"We know people who are 90 years old who have just said: Backup outfielder Dave Roberts did not play in the Series,
’Just one championship before I die," Red Sox chairman yet it was his stolen base in the ninth inning of Game 4 in
Tom Werner said.
the ALCS that began the comeback against Yankees closer
After all that, on an eerie night when the moon went dark Mariano Rivera.
in a total eclipse, MVP Manny Ramirez and the Red Sox
And while second baseman Mark Bellhorn was born in
made it look easy. They became the third straight wild -card Boston, no one else on the roster came from anywhere near
team to win the Series, and the first club to win eight straight Beantown.And the only homegrown players on the team are
in a postseason.
Nixon and rookie Kevin Youkilis.
Gone was the heartbreak of four Game 7 losses since their
No matter, this win might snake all of them as much a part
last title, a drought some insist it was a curse _ that really of New England lore as Plymouth Rock and Paul Revere,
began after they sold Babe Ruth to the Yankees in 1920.
The Boston win also left no doubt which city is now the
Damon’s leadoff homer against Jason Marquis and Trot toast jinxed in baseball. It’s Chicago the Cubs last won it
Nixon’s two -out, two -run double on a 3-0 pitch in the third all in 1908, the White Sox in 1917.
inning were all that Lowe and the bullpen needed.
Meanwhile, the Cardinals retain that led the majors with
"They outplayed us in every category, so it ended up not 105 wins never showed up. Tine timely Hitting, solid pitching
being a terrific competition," Cardinals manager Tony La and sharp baserunning that served them so well all season
Russa said. "We were ready to play. We didn’t play good completely broke down.
enough."
Albert Pujols, Scott Rolen and Jim Edmonds, the meat of
Having won the first-round clincher against Anaheim in the order, combined for just one RBI. Rol en got it on a sacrirelief and then winning Game 7 at Yankee Stadium, Lowe fice fly, and it was little consolation as Inc went 0-for-15.
blanked the Cards on a mere three hits for seven innings.
Ramirez, put on waivers in the offseason and nearly tradRelievers Bronson Arroyo and Alan Embree worked the ed to Texas for Alex Rodriguez, was 7-for-17 (.412) with a
eighth and Keith Foulke finished it off for his first save.
homer and four RBIs. The left fielder’s biggest contribution
Even before Doug Mienticiewicz caught Foulke’s toss on came in Game 3, when he bounced back from a couple of erEdgar Renteria’s grounder for the last out, the Red Sox were rors to throw out a nmner at the plate and end an early Sr.
rushing out of the dugout. Boston players streamed in from Louis threat.
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n for showdown with No 24 Miners

By Kenneth Sell
Daily Staff Writer
After two consecutive road losses, the Spartan football team is hack in Spartan Stadium
for its 2004 Homecoming game.
-- SPARTAN FOOTBALL

RED ZONE
NOTEBOOK
.

San Jose State University is scheduled to
face the University of Texas-El Paso at 2 p.m.
in Spartan Stadium on Saturday.
The Spartans, who are 2-4 overall, -1-2 in
Western Athletic Conference, are scheduled
to square Off against the Nliners, who are 5-2
overall, ’3-1 in the WAC.
UTEP, which shares the Vs/AC’s secondbest record with its last opponent, Louisiana
Tech University, and is No. 24 in the Bowl,
Championship Series poll, is the first nationally, ranked opponent the Spartans will face
this season.
Spartan head coach Fitz Hill said the challenge of playing the resurgent UTEP football
team will test each one of Isis players.
"There’s a small margin of error ahead of
us," Hill said. "You’re in this business because
you want challenges,"
The Spartans, who lost their last game
against the University of Hawaii 46-28 on
Saturday, are looking to break a two -game losing skid.
Hill said iris important for the whole Spartan team to execute its assignments throughout
the game in order to win.
Hill said phases of the SJSU game plan
would be effective only to have one part of the
game sputter out, sometimes costing the team
a win.
"There’s been a significant improvement in
our game," Hill said. "It needs to all come together this week in all phases."
Former head coach of Washington State
University and current Miner head coach Mike
Price, looks this week to equal the win total of
its last three seasons where I
only scored
six wins in three years,
Price said he believes the Miners are pee aired for the Spartans.
"Hard work .ind practice is going to win us
he game on Saturday," Price said.
UTEP is one of the few trains its the conirrence that has scored multiple road wins,
racking up victories against WAC rivals Fresno

vrEp
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San Jose State University running backs coach Charles Nash, back, watches tailback
Lamar Ferguson perform drills with the tackling dummy during the football team’s
practice on Wednesday.
State University, with a 24-21 in Fresno, and
its recent 44-27 victory against Louisiana "Fech
in Ruston, La.
"It was a hard-fought (and) aggressive
hitting affair," Price said about UTEP’s win
against Louisiana Tech. "It was a tough place
to play."

Hill said he is not concerned that the Spartans will be facing an opponent that can take
assay the advantage of a team in their home
stadium.
"Well control what we can control," Hill
said about the execution of’ the Spartans. "We
play well at home."

Tale of two cities

TreatinTs tale

The Spartans, who have enjoyed a threegame winning streak against the Miners, will
face an opponent that has built up a strong fan
base in their hometown,
"El Paso has gone wildit has Miner mania," Price said. "They are so appreciative
that’s the biggest thing,"
The last meeting between the two teams
featured former Spartan quarterback Scott
Rislov burning the Miner defense with 543
yards passing to achieve a 69-41 victory, a Sun
Bowl record for a visiting team’s point total.
Hill said even though the Spartans were
coming home, the mentality of their opponent
is vastly different than in previous games.
"They play with swagger," Hill said. "It’s
confidence.
Price said despite the Miners recent success,
he does not take their opponents for granted.
"I’ve been there before, I’ve been 5-0," Price
said. "I’ve been on both sides of things. I’m going to (keep) my feet on the ground.’
In the midst of Homecoming festivities including a carnival, a barbeque and a costume
contest, Hill said the Spartans need to stay focused with winning their next game and not on
the celebrations of the fans or the hefty national ranking possessed by UTEP.
"I’m worried about our young men," Hill
said. "I’m confident we can continue to improve."
Hill said there has been promising play from
all the members of the team and he looks toward Saturday for them to play well as a team.
"The greatest thing about it is when you
come together, (the game) comes together,"
Hill said.
Hill said he likened the progress of the
Spartans to that of the NFU Kansas City
Chiefs, who defeated the Atlanta Falcons 5610, who waited for a breakout game for their
potential to be realized.
"It’s like a bamboo plant," Hill said. "They
grew in one day"
Price said he is wary of the large potential
for SJSU to score points against the Miner defense.
"They are dangerous," Price said. "They can
score from any place on the field."
Price said fans should expect to see a good
game between two balanced teams.
"It’s going to be a very competitive game,"
Price said. "San Jose can make it happen."
Hill said SJSU would rise to the occasion
and play their best against the odds.
"If you are a warrior, if you are a Spartan,
you look forward to battle, Hill said. "We’re
glad to be coming back home."

Hill said out of the many players he has
mentored, cornerback Trestin George’s story is
most like his own.
Hill said George, who was recruited by the
University of Washington, Washington State
University, the University of Illinois and the
University of Colorado, chose to come to SJSU
to stay close to his ill mother.
"I have a special place in nay heart (for him),"
Hill said empathizing with his own academic
decisions based on his own mother’s illness.
George, who is from Berkeley, said playing
college football was something that is very special to him.
"Football is about having a team win and
playing with your team," George said about
being a Spartan. "It’s a blessing I wouldn’t
rather be anywhere else."
George has the distinction of being the only
player on the squad who has scored touchdowns in five different fashions.
George has scored on a handoff from a deep
return against Rice University this season, on a
99-yard kickoff return against the University of
Nevada-Reno last season, along with a 15-yard
interception run against UTEP.
George is also credited with scoring offensive touchdowns in his freshman year against
UTEP with a rushing score, and caught a
touchdown against Tulsa.
He shares the "five-way" touchdown producer title with former Spartan player Walt
"The Flea" Roberts, who played for SJSU from
1961 through 1963.
George said personal accolades do not concern him as much as getting his team a win.
"I love playing football," George said.
"Whatever helps the team."
George said he enjoys the challenge of playing against the many different offenses of the
WAC and the adversity will help the Spartans
succeed.
"It brings out the athletic ability in an athlete," George said, "It brings out the heart of an
athlete. Every good champion adjusts."
George said he wants the Spartans to excel, not just this week, but in the rest of their
season.
"All my life I’ve been successful playing
football," George said. "We’ll prepare this
week and play this week, and we’ll prepare for
the next team that comes."
OF NOTE: The game can be heard on
KLIV (1590 AM, San Jose). The pregame
show is scheduled for 1:30 p.m..- The game
can be seen on the ESPN Game Plan package
for 2 p.m.
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Representatives from CIA’s analytical arm, the Directorate of Intelligence, will be interviewing for analyst
positions in San Francisco/Oakland during the week of January 17th. Analysts work on the forefront of protecting national security, quickly assessing how rapidly changing international developments will impact US interests
at home and abroad.They use information from classified and unclassified sources from around the world to
develop and provide the reliable intelligence that is essential for US policymakers to make informed decisions.
The DI Is hiring for the following positions:
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Analytic Methodologist
Collection Analyst
Counterintelligence
Threat Analyst
Counterterrorism Analyst

Economic, Political, Leadership
and Military Analysts
Science,Technology and
Weapons Analyst

Medical Analyst
Psychological/Psychiatric Analyst
Crime and Counternattotics
Analyst

Candidates must have at least a bachelor’s degree with a minimum GPA of 3,0. Language skills, previous foreign
area residence or travel,and relevant work experience are pluses. Candidates must successfully complete a
medical examination, polygraph interview, and an extensive background investigation. All positions
require US citizenship and relocation to the Washington, DC area.
The CIA Is America’s premier Intelligence agency, and we are committed to building
and maintaining a work force as diverse as the nation we serve.
For additional Information, and to apply online, please visit www.cla.gov. Successful
applicants who have submitted their resume by November 12th will be contacted
to attend an information session and arrange a loci area Interview.
An equal opportunity employer and a drug-free work force.
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Shaminder Dulai / Daily Staff
Donations of clothing and other garments for the Hurricane Ivan Relief Drive can be dropped off at any time
until Sunday. This box is on the second floor of the Student Union at San Jose State University and another like it
is in the Administration building lobby.

More than 26 boxes filled with
clothes, bedding, towels and medicine
By Ling-Mei Wong
Daily Staff Writer
A nondescript cardboard box with a
sheet of letter-sized paper attached to it
resides on the second floor of the Student Union.
The box is a drop-off location for
the Hurricane Ivan Drive organized in
part by Shruthi Reddy, a system physiology sophomore.
This is my first time doing something like this," she said.
Reddy is collecting clothes, bedding,

towels and over-the-counter medicines
for the victims of Hurricane Ivan until
Sunday, Reddy said.
"The way I got around (to) this project was (that) my sister goes to school
in the Caribbean, St. George University
(in Granada)," she said.
Reddy’s sister, Samatha Reddy, was
evacuated and transferred to another
school in New York since her university was unprepared for the hurricane,
Reddy said.
"She’s going back to the Caribbean
next semester," she said. "(The school

will) have to do a lot of remodeling ...
(it) transferred all (its) students."
The school’s extensive remodeling is
nosy needed because it was not ready for
the storm, Reddy said.
"(The university was) not prepared,
not expecting (and had) no prevemive
measures," she said.
In Granada, there were no relief
workers, unlike inn the United States,
Reddy said.
"If (the hurricane’s) in Florida, the
government helps," she said. "The government is not so helpful (in Grants-

da),"
After viewing images of Hurricane Ivan’s ravages on the Internet, Reddy organized the drive With
three other people. They are each
respectively in Fremont, Pleasanton
and Berkeley, she said.
At San Jose State University,
Reddy received help from her fellow
students, she said.
"To be honest, I wasn’t expecting
very much at San Jose State because
(of) the students," Reddy said, referring to the general lack of resources
that students face.
"(1M) so surprised to (how) iouch
we collected," she said. "The response at .San Jose State was a lot
better than I expected."
So far, Reddy has collected.. at
least 26 boxes of clothing, bedding
and medicine -for the drive, she said.
Two clubs on campus have helped
her with the drive. Beta Alpha Psi, a
national scholastic and professional.
fraternity for financial information
professionals, helped find publicity,
Reddy said,
"It’s the main organization helping -out," she said.
The fraternity applied for funding from the Associated Students
for the drive’s advertising, said Maria Murphy, government administrative assistant for the Associated
Students.
"We actually paid for ads (as) part
of the package for student organizations," Murphy said, "(It was) for the
publicity (and not specifically) for
the drive."
"... AS. was very supportive,"
Reddy said.
The Vietnamese Strident Association was also supportive by helping
sort boxes, she said.
Huy Tram former president of
the Vietnamese Student Association, said, "We’ve been doing some
things for it
One of the activities is fund raising,Tran said.
"We’re participating in the AS,
(haunted) house competition to fund
raise," he said.
The haunted house decorating
competition is part of Homecoming

Week and will end today, Student organizations decorate their own tents
or share the tents with other student
’organizations. The : prize-winning
tent will receive 81,500, with half of
it going to charity, Murphy said. Reddy said she talked with current Vietnamese Strident Assoeinidon President Tina Pham arid was
not aware of the group’s efforts to
raise thuds in the haunted house
decorating competition.
For individuals interested in volunteering time, they can help pack
items and will receive a certificate of
participation, Reddy said.
While not knowing about the
funding, Reddy knows she Innis done
better than she thought she could for
the drive.
"A lot of churches have been
helping out," she said. "(It’s) better
than I expected."

Hurricane
Ivan Donation
Checklist
Wanted items:
Clothes - men’s, women’s,
children’s
Sheets
Blankets
Towels
Antibiotics
First aid kits
Over-the-counter
medicine
Contact Shruthi Reddy at:
shruthisbr@yahoo.com
(925)406-3490
http://www.clothescirive.com/
hurricane.html
Checks payable to:
SGU Relief Fund for Granada
Hurricane Ivan Relief Drive
8296 Vomac Rd.
Dublin, CA 94568

to pay
100,000
to settle ad
complaint
ilssocicmclPlcss

LAS VEGAS The Hard
Rock hotel-casino has agreed to pay a
6100,000 fine to settle a’complaint by
the Nevada Gaming Control Board.
over a risque advertising campaign.
The Hard Rock admitted no
wrongdoing in -the settlement
reached this week. The Nevada
Gaining Commission will consider
the settlement at a Nov. 18 meeting.
"We are very happy in the way
this thing has ultimately played
out," Hard Rock President Kevin
Kelley said Wednesday.
The fine ends a nearly yearlong
dispute between the board and the
Hard Rock.
The complaint stemmed from
two advertisements. The first
showed a man and a woman on a
gambling table surrounded by inlaying cards and chips, with the caption, "There’s rdways a temptation
to cheat."
The other ad read "At the Hard
Rock Hotel, we believe in your
Monday night rights: large quantities of prescription stimulants (and)
having svives inn two states ...."
The Hard Rock is fully responsible for all in-house promotions
nind public advertising in the future,
according to the settlement.
The fine paled inn comparison
to the ,ipparent success of the advertising. The casino posted record third-cmarter profits last week,
earning S3.4 million, compared to
S1.9 million a year ago.
Asked if he would continue to
roll out provocative ad campaigns
inn the future, Kelley said: "Absolutely. We are going to be true to
ourselves."

purpose;
to empowe Ii
to positivel
effectively
community
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and social
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Leadership Today

Go into the game through the student gate
by kick-off and enter to win.

WIN!

WIN!

January 11-14, 2005

2 iPods and 1 iBook

at eachlame.
40 SJSU students
4 days + 3 nights (no cost)

The more games you attend,
the more chances to win this
at the Nov. 27th game.

Must show your student ID

to

enter the stadium and contests

Free Give-Aways at home games!
gain lifelong leadership skills
connect and create new friendships
return with memories that will last forever
raise your social consciousness

Hats
T-Shirts
Thundersticks
Rally Flags

SJSU vs. Rice
SJSU vs. UTEP (homecoming)
SJSU vs. Boise State
SJSU vs. Fresno State

FREE On Campus Roily BBC) &
Concerts at Noon
Student Life and Leadership (Old Cafeteria Building),
MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center (3rd floor, Student Union),
Information Center, Student Son/ices Center, end
Residence Hall Offices
APPLY TODAY!
Deadline: November 1 @ 5pm

QUESTIONS?
Contact Nam Nguyen at 924 5950

Sep. 30 (thurs)
Oct. 28 (thurs)
Nov. 11 (thurs)
Nov. 23 (tues)
- AS, BBQ Pit, adjacent to the A.S. House
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nternational relationships
discussed at mixer
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Staff Writer
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Ashley Bess! Daily Staff

About 60 students and faculty gathered in the
University Room to mingle and discuss the campus’ international relationships yesterday.
The semi-annual mixer, sponsored by the Association Internationale des Etudiants en Sciences
Economiques et Commerciales (International Association of Economic and Commericial Science
Students) and International Business IncubatorSilicon Valley, featured refreshments and entertainment provided by the Pride of the Pacific Islands,
The purpose of today’s event is really to network," said Ingrid. Rosten, managing director of
the incubator.
Multiple speakers told the crowd about each of
Jason Fithian / Daily Staff
the sponsors, the importance of global relations to
local businesses and sending students abroad.
ABOVE: Left, Kimberly Sylvester and Nisa
Zhang Yannan, one of 26 students from ChiSampior of Pride of the Pacific Islands, perform
na studying at San Jose State University, said these
their dance "Palehua" at the homecoming
types of gatherings are very helpful to meet new
benefit for the Friends of SJSU Students fund
people and make business connections.
Tuesday evening in the University Room. The
"I really like it because all the members of
third annual event put on by the division of
our group live together so we don’t get too many
student affairs was to raise money for student
chances to learn about the culture here," said Yanemergency and leadership development funds.
nan, who is studying public administration. "If the
university hosts more events like this, I think that
would be very, very good."
Yannan, a sociology Ph.D., said events like this
improve diversity and broaden horizons.
LEFT: Pride of the Pacific Islands, a San Jose
"We can meet friends, students from different
State University club, performs at the
countries," he said.
International Mixer on Wednesday in the
Khalied Khalifa, a senior international busiUniversity Room. The International Mixer
ness and economics major who helped run the
provides students opportunities to network for
event, said the organizations are attempting to help
jobs worldwide.
SJSU by bringing students front around the world

to campus.
"The organization is trying to create relationships with different people
like networking," he
said. ’’,So when we get students from overseas here,
we can give them work."
Michael Conniff; director of Global Studies,
came, to the mixer to promote a new bachelor’s degree program that he created.
"I was part of the same reception last year, and I
wanted to see how it came out this year," he said. "It
looks great with 25, 26 students from overseas."
Conniff said he felt that he connected with and
relayed information about his program to the right
people at the event.
"I’ve reached a very elite group people who
are from international backgrounds, who speak different languages, who are tracked into international businesses," he said.
Parid Ismayilzada, president of the organization, said this semester’s mixer was bigger and more
successful than last semester’s, which was the first.
"I think it was super, there were a lot of professors here, more than last year and I think there will
be more and more next year," he said.
Ismayilzada said his group publicized the mixer
through professors because students tend to listen
to their teachers.
"The event is open to all students but we do not
advertise to students, like with fliers," Ismayilzada
said. "We advertise through the professors and we
hope they will inform their students and in turn
help the university as a whole.
Ismayilzada added that the group is very famous
in Europe and that he is proud that San Jose State
University’s branch has climbed the ranks to be in
the top five in the nation of sending students overseas and taking in foreign students.
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CLASS IFIEI)S
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied.
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls
private events & country clubs.
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

EMPLOYMENT

PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Counselors for after-school
outreach programs. Facilitate
curriculum based activities.
Bilingual a plus. 10-15hr/wk. 510Mr.
Visit www.girlscoutsofscc org
for into. Send cover letter 8 tea,.
Manse Cidre. Dui Scouts at Santa
Clara County. 1310 S. Bascom
Ave. San Jose, CA 95128 or FAX
(408) 287-8025 or mcidre@
girlscoutsofscc.org. AA/EOE

FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO
BAR/HOST: PT positions
available in busy family style
restaurant in SNale. All shifts
available/Flex hrs. $10.50/hr to
start. Call 408-733-9331 Wendy
STUDENT LIFE & LEADERSHIP
is now accepting applications
for 2005 Orientation Staff.
Get paid to have fun! Pick up
ap.OStoLife&Leadership or
Stu Advising Cntr Aps due 10/29
CAREGIVER WANTED PT
Nursing student avail M -F
(occasional vete + eves) to
provide bedside care for
24 yr male PVS patient
Must have nursing assistant
knowledge/background. be
compassionate, outgoing &
willing to make commitment
for hours/workdays. Call
Jamie 408-266-6994 or email:
chadkareqyahoo.com
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders. Afterschool
Elem, Sch. Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs. PIT, M-F 2-6:15pm
Pay Range: 57.83-511.32/hour
starting depending on exp. No
BCE units req. Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245
TEACHER’S AIDE: Jr & Sr
High Math. Santa Clara Private
School. M-F. 9-3. 510.00/hr,
Fax res. to (408) 247-0996
TEACHER’S AIDE: Jr & Sr
High ESL. Santa Clara Private
School. M-F. 9-3. $10.00/hr.
Fax res. to (408) 247-0996
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
PIT instructors, Elem. schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT required.
Oppty for leaching exp. Need car.
VM 408.287-4170x408 EOEMAE
CHILDCARE/CHILDREN’S
PROGRAMS DIRECTOR. PIT
Applicants should have ECE
units, management/leadership
skills. We are also accepting applications for Childcare
Staff & Front Desk Staff, Fax
resumes (408) 358-2593 or
club@igsrc.com
NANNY/ASSISTANT NEEDED
P/T, Two Kids 11 & 17
CALL 892-4407
HELP WANTED! Internet/Comm.
firm expanding SJ area. Help
w/PR & Publicity. Great Payl
Have Fun) To Inquire:
1-888-269-0287

Certain advertisements in
these colon/vs may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete infermotion before sending money
for goods or services. In additlan, readers should carefully
investigate all firms offering
employment listings or eau pons for discount vacations
or merchandise,
10/28/04

RECEPTIONIST: Driving Sch. CAN’T CARRY A TUNE IN
PIT Afternoons/Weekends
A BUCKET? You can still
Immediately. Call 768-0566
be a voice for the San Jose
Repertory Theatre by joining
MAKE EASY MONEY?
our subscription sales phone
Promo Reps needed to distrib- campaign. 20+hrs/wk. 5-9pm.
ute flyers on campus, Nov 8- Mon-Fri and Sat 10-2. Base +
12. Must have digital camera. Comm, Free Tie, Experience
$200 plus bonus for
Valuable, Will Train, Long-term
best pictures. Email
Part Time job. If you have a
alfredo@hadleymedia.com
love for the arts, call Linda at
for details.
408-367-7232
WAITRESSESS & DANCERS
No Exp. Nec. Will train. Must
be 21. Great S. PT. Flex Hours,
Call 408-292-3445 after 2:00PM
P/T STUDENT WORK
$14,50 to START
No Exp./ Will Train
Suits All Majors
Great Resume Exp.
FT/PT
START IMMEDIATELY
Call: 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork.com

TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Salary + Free Rm & Transport.
www.angelaconsulting.com
Great Exp. & Resume Builder
ROOMMATE for Person with
Call Peter 301-530-0976
A Disability: Hope Services is
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS hiring roommates for persons
Part or Full time in San Jose, with developmental disabilities
M San Jose. Qualified appliFlex hours/days, Mon -Sat.
Call Peter. Jacob or Crystal @ cants will have a California
408-295-0228 Email resume driver’s license, automobile
to jobs@esba.org or Fax 408- insurance, a clean DMV record,
275-9858 or US mail to 730
and a car. Professional or
Empey Way San Jose 95128. personal experience working
Must have current lifeguard, with someone with a disability
first aid & CPR certifications. is a plus. The ability to work
independently, exercising
DELIVERY DRIVERS
good judgement and decisionParty rental business.
making skills Is essential. The
Perfect for Students!
Roommate’s major duty is to
Earn $250 every weekend! be available In the home from
Must have reliable truck or
8 p.m. to 9 am. Mon.-Fri,
van. Heavy lifting is required. to assist the individual in the
408-292-7876
event of an emergency. During
HIRING 1-2 PEOPLE w/strong these hours, the roommate
receives an hourly wage. The
presentation skills to work as
a Maytag Specialist at a retail roommate pays rent but Is
compensated for services prostore in the San Jose area.
vided. We are looking for appliComm Theatre, Bus. Majors
cants who will be roommates to
preferred. Salary $18.00/hr,
female clients,
approx. 17 hoUrs/wkd Fri, Sat
We are also looking for
& Sun, 2x/month. Fax cover
and resume:(909) 494-7799 or COMPANIONS. companions
do not live in the client’s home,
kkamansky@msn.corn
but work part time, providing
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL daily living skills training for
help needed for small exclusive clients. The pay Is $12/hour,
shop & kennel. Pa, Tues-Sat. Please visit our web site at
Must be reliable, honest, able wwW.hopeservices.org to learn
to do physical work. Prefer exp more about HOPE. To apply,
working w/ dogs, but will train. please call Shideh (408) 282-0485
Great oppty for dog lover. Can or email her @ SShahvarian
Fax resume to 408-377-0109 @Thopeservices.org EOE/AA
or Call 371-9115
MARKETING REP-ON CALL
Place Movie Posters In Stores.
$10/hr+Gas+Bonus. Need Car
& Camera. (800) 852-6250

DAILY CLASSIFIED

ATTENTION:SJSU STUDENTS
PART TIME OPENINGS
HIGH STARTING PAY
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
-Internships possible
All majors may apply
’Scholarships awarded
annually
’Some conditions apply
’Gain valuable experience in
sales/customer service
’No experience necessary
’Training provided
Earn income & gain experience!
CALL 615-1500 9 am - 5 pm
wwwworkforstudents.com/sjsu
ACCOUNTING/FINANCE
PAID INTERNSHIP: Temp to
perm. Acctg/Finance Majors.
Excel/ Word Basics. Good
Communication and Analytical
Skills. 3 days per week, flexible
Hrs. Fax Resume to Natalie
(949) 767-5911.
LATINO/HISPANIC MEN

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto, CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs.
If you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
you can earn up to $900/mo,
receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help Infertile
couples. For more information
or to apply online please visit
www.cryobankdonors.com

EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18-31

Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
body disposes monthly.

COMPENSATION $5,000

Call Reproductive Solutions now
818-832-1494

WANTED
ENVELOPE STUFFERS
Earn $$ Working From Home
Call (972) 504-2690

LOCAL RATES

TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our HUGE 2 BD
2 FULL BA. Over 1000 Sq Foot
Apartment! Walking Distance to
SJSU. Newly Remodeled.
Laundry Facilities. Parking
Security Gate. Easy Access
to Bay Area Freeways
Substantially Larger than Others!
$1105/mo. 408-947-0803

FREE BOOK on Past Lives.
Dreams & Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR. Call toll-free
recording 1-877-411-1800 or
visit www.eckankar.org/FreeBook
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation.
Experienced, Efficient, Exact.
Familiar with APA & Chicago Styles.
ESL is a specialty. Grace@831252-1108 or Evagrace@aorcom
or www.gracenotesediting.com
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL

Writer/Editor, Term papers.

theses, reports. 13 yrs business & technical exp. Accurate
& Efficient I also do resumes &
newsletters. 408-972-0319

FORNATIONAUAGFRCVRAWsenti.408-924-3277

Please check
one Classification:
MONS
_Lou and Found’ _Rental Housing
Cry Stile
Amoiabcsinents _eAval Housing
Clubs _Peat Estate
_Cangui
Phone
ktesSegis _Sento
_Greek
Accepted)
Send thick Of Money Order Ex (No Credit Cards
_Nestavaisury
_Events
Spistantkily Classilisds
_Sports/11as
_Volunteers
Sin Jen State Unlveretty
_Murano
_For Sale
San.lossiCa 95192.0149
-EmetugninEd
Classified desk Is located In Dwight Dental Holt Room 209. -ElectIonits
_Travel
_Waived
publication.
before
weekdays
two
beadliner 1000 am.
_Tutoring
_Ertoloynurnt
111A8 ads are prepaid.’ No refunds on canceled ads.
_Woo Processing
Pates for consecutive publication dates only.
_Oppormities
11 OUESTIONS? CALL (401)92442n
SARI STUDENT RATE: 26% OFF Ride topes 10 private partv ads coy, no Oicount tor other_ persOns oibusinessite.
ADS must be placed In porton In DOH 209 from lOarn to 3prn. STUDENT ID REQUIRED

Ad Rides: 34Ine minimum
Two Three Pour
One
Five
Day
Days Days
Days Days
Si
$11
sk. $5
$13
Rate Imams $2 for each addlional ace per ad
Rate increases $2101’ each acid4ional day
Forman/0v illwenaura
20 consecutive !Sauer receive 10% on.
40 coniecutIve saupat Melva 20% off.
SO + consocuUve Issuer receive 25% Oft
Local ram apply to Sims Chile County advertisers
sad MU Minden% elan& faculty,
First line In bold lot Ito extra ettargoog 10 25 spaces
at ha,
WM -

zitz:fogispnelli4ebred,St41’n

Lost & Found ads are Offered free as a service to the campus community.

tobacco

FREE!

Shop

Fumari.com

for

quality hookahs, exotic
flavored tobacco, and
accessories

a rat &Yea .c,si
s:ettssis’it

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
(includes cosmetic) 569.00 per year Sum $15-$125 & more per survey.
Save 306-60%. For into call:
www.paidonlinesurveys.com
1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
FOR SALE
www.goldenwestdental.com
SIGNS
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER BEER-LIQUOR-SPORTS
For Sale. Lighted, Neon,
SCHEDULING BONUS
Tin. Mirrors, Banners, Local
4 hours of your group’s time
Pickup & Discounts Available.
PLUS our free (yes, free)
Jose Area. View items at
fundraising solutions EQUALS San
www.beerphernalia.com
or Call
81000-82000 in earnings
@408-691-3647
Rob
for your group. Cali TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundHEALTH
raiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser @
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
(888) 923-3238, or visit
Call BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444
www.campusfundraiser.com
or 800.550-4900 Free/Confidential

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
5
10
14

Meat in a can
Use steel wool
Gobs of gum
Mock fanfare
(hyph.)
15 Japanese poem
16 Sunblock additive
17 Horror-film servant
18 Quaking tree
19 Honeysuckle
20 Race do-avers
22 Cowboy’s
instrument
24 Yuckt
25 Make a salary
26 Wisdom teeth.
29 Out of stock .
(2 wds I.
33 Castle or Dunne:
34 Engineering toy
36 Meditation practice
37 Ottoman official
38 Tendon
39 Make a decision
40 PC competitor
41 Soyuz launcher
42 Type of eclipse
44 Settle
47 With precision
48 Hobby shop buys
49 Sitcom alien
50 Cooked cereal
53 Patron
58 College credit
59 Say without
thinking
61 Milan moola, once
62
Lisa’
63 Hulking
64 Boring person
65 Halts
66 Grill remnant
67 Courtesy any.

Print your ad here. Line Is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

laucacaraulafacifacaucriacacacaracicacaciocioaciocra
CIOCIZIZICIIDIDGE30100C113C3C3OCIODOGIC3CIC:101300
CICKICKIGICICIOCICIGICIC3CIGIDGICICIDOG:IGIGICIZIGE".101
CIGIGIOIGICICIIDOOCIGICICIGICICIOCICIOCKIOCIOC:1000

White Peach hookah

PUN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

MUSICIANS.Kybrd,bass,percusn
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
guitr,sax or any brass instrmnt plyer.
HOUSE
Visit www.engr.sjsu.edu/rkwok For American and International
Students.
Fun and Friendly Environment
5 minute walk to campus
SHARED HOUSING
Wireless Internet
Well-equipped kitchen
ROOM FOR RENT: Female
Computer and Study rooms
Non-Smoker, 3BD/2BA Home
2 pianos and game rooms
in Quiet Area. 7 miles So. of
Laundry facilities Parking
SJSU. 1 Blk to LT. Rail. $425/
Call 924-6570 or stop by for
mo incl. util. 408 265-6381
a tour. Check our website
www.sjsu.edu/depts/ihouse
360 S. 11th Street (between
RENTAL HOUSING
San Carlos & San Salvador)
DECORATOR APT-UNIQUE
ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
Spanish Revival Charm. We
location. We are taking applicaare looking for a long term,
tions for rooms available on
financially responsible person
So. 13th St. near Santa Clara
who is clean, quiet & sober. I
St. This is close to San Jose
bedroom with den, hardwood
State University near the heart
floors. This SF style flat has
of San Jose. You’ll be within
a yard plus private front &
walking distance to enjoying
rear entrances. $850+/-. 551many of the downtown shops
553 So. 6th St. LOOK, THEN
& restaurants. All rooms have
CALL! 408-286-0596
private entrances. Each room
SPARTAN SHOPS FACULTY/ offers a private full bath, individual air conditionaing & a
STAFF HOUSING: Newly
small refrigerator. Monthly parkremodeled 4 BR 2 FULL BA,
ing passes may be available at
1,872 sq ft Victorian duplex.
an additional cost. Street parkAll appliances new/central
air/Washer & Dryer/parking/walk ing available. Coin opererated
laundry.
No pets. Excellent
to campus. Water/Trash paid.
value @ $575/mo. all util. paid.
No pets. $1,675/mo. Perfect
for family or roommates. CALL No Deposit Required. Building
run by professional managers.
NOW! Beth@408-924-2285
Reserve your room today.Call
MOVE IN BONUS! $899-$95W (408) 254-4500 or email
MO. 2 8D/2FULL BA & 2 BD/ mortgages@statewidere.com.
18A APTS, WILL WORK With
First 5 qualified aps will receive
YOU on the DEPOSIT. 2 BLKS
a free 3 month parking pass &
from SJSU. PARKING! CATS
a free copy of their credit report
OKI W/D, Water/Trash Paid.
Great Roommate Floor Plan!
Well Managed Student Bldg.
CALL NOM 408-378-1409
SERVICES
STUDIO APT for RENT
Located in Bustling Downtown!
This apartment is just blocks
away from SJSU, making it
PERFECT for students! Further
conveniences this apartment
Includes are laundry facilities
& easy access to Bay Area
freeways. Please contact John
@(408) 947-0803 for showing.

For a taste of the
sweet life, try our new

DOWN
1 Cook in a wok
2 Leaf through
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3 Hubbubs
4 So-ti invader
5 SwimmIng
hazard
6 Fish for trout
7 Attacks viCoUsly
8 Small music
maker
9 Cottage
10 Rippling
11 Quit flying
12 Portuguese
lady
13 Tea -leaves
reader
21 Cropland
measure
23 Web adds.
25 Psyched up
26 Florida port
27 Bodily structure
28 Filter
30 Gas made
by ligh sing
31 India neighbor

32 -Journal item
34 Enumerates
35 USCG officer
Appropriate
42 Cheerful tone .
43 Develops
45 Curly-tailed’
dogs
46 Box for
storing grain
47 Swifter
60 Give off vapors
51 Soon, in verse
52 Marmalade
chunk
53 Taxi drop-off
54 Coax
55 Ms. Sorvino
ef films
56 Geologic
divisions
57 See red
60 Go on the -
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Arafat’s health worsens
remains in serious condition
dissociated Press

"We are preparing ourselves for
everything possible," he told the AlRAMALLAH
West Bank
Jazeera satellite television station.
An ailing Yasser Arafat collapsed
Arafat has been known to be ill for
Wednesday night, was unconscious two weeks, but reports about his ailfor about 10 minutes and remained ment have varied widely.
in serious condition. A team ofJordaPalestinian officials said he had
nian doctors was urgently summoned the flu. Israeli officials speculated he
to treat the ailing Palestinian leader, aught have stomach cancer, but two
whose wife headed to her husband’s of his doctors said Wednesday a blood
side from Paris.
test and a biopsy of tissue from his diAn official in Arafat’s office said gestive tract showed no evidence of
the Palestinian leader had created cancer,
a special committee of three senior
On Tuesday,
officials, including Prime Minister a hospital official
Ahmed Qureia, to run Palestinian af- said Arafat was
fairs during the 75 -year-old leader’s suffering from a
continuing illness.
large gallstone.
Other Palestinian officials, includ- The
gallstone,
ing his spokesman Nabil Abu Rdeneh, while extremedenied a temporary leadership group ly painful, is not
was formed.
life-threatening
The Palestinian leader was eating and can be easily
soup during a meeting with Qureia, treated, the offiformer Prime Minister Mahmoud cial told AR
Abbas, and another official between
Arafat
has
8 p.m. and 9 p.m. (2 p.m. or 3 p.m. shown symptoms
EDT) when he vomited, a bodyguard of
Parkinson’s
said.
disease since the
Arafat was taken quickly to the late 1990s.
clinic inside his Ramallah compound,
An official in
where he collapsed and was uncon- Arafat’s
office
scious for about 10 minutes, the guard said the Pales said.
tinian leader had
Palestinian officials soon descend- deputized Qyreia, Abbas and Salim
ed on the sandbagged, partially de- Zaanoun, head of the Palestinian Namolished compound where Arafat tional Council, to run the PLO and
has been confined for 2 1/2 years. the Palestinian Authority during his
The officials milled about the court- illness.
yard, waiting for news outside AraBut spokesman Abu Rdeneh said:
fat’s three-story headquarters that was "Nothing like that," when asked if
bathed in spotlights.
Arafat had set up a temporary leadIsraeli security officials said Ara- ership.
fat’s wife, Suha, who lives in France
White House spokesman Scott
with their young daughter, was ex- McClellan, traveling in Michigan with
pected to arrive Thursday, as were the President Bush, said U.S. officials were
Jordanian doctors who were called to monitoring the situation.
treat Arafat.
Communications Minister Azzam
As Arafat’s condition worsened
Ahmed also said that Palestinian lead- Wednesday, a senior Palestinian offiers had asked all the members of Ara- cial told The Associated Press that a
fat’s Fatah party living abroad to come decision to move Arafat from his comto Ramallah.
pound to an outside hospital would

be made purely on medical grounds,
without considering politics. Israel had
said Monday it would allow Arafat to
leave the compound for the hospital
and return afterward, something the
Israelis previously had refused to guarantee during Arafat’s confinement.
A senior official in Israeli Prime
Minister Arid l Sharon’s office said the
Palestinians had asked Israel to allow
foreign doctors to come treat Arafat.
"The prime minister immediately instructed the
security officials
and others involved to facilitate the transfer
and any medical
equipment and
facilities
Arafat might need,"
the official said,
adding that Israel would also allow Arafat to be
transferred to any
medical facility
in the world.
Dr.
Ashraf
Kurdi, a Jordanian doctor who
heads the team
arriving Thursday, told AP that
he had received an urgent summons
but no details.
"I tried to get a medical report
from them. I couldn’t get anything,"
he said.
Arafat’s health crisis highlights
Palestinian unpreparedness for their
leader’s death, making a chaotic transition all but inevitable. Arafat refines to groom a successor; rival security
chiefs already have battled each other
in the streets.
Qiireia and Abbas both have been
touted as possible political heirs to
Arafat, though the Palestinian leader
has bickered with each of them, blocking their attempts to limit his powers.
"It’s only natural to expect that
there would be either a power struggle

"It’s only natural
to expect a power
struggle or ... a loss of
cobension."
Hanan Ashrawi,
Palestinian legislator

or there would be a loss of cohesion,"
Palestinian legislator Hanan Ashrawi
said.
Analysts said it could take years for
a leader to emerge, hurting prospects
for already stagnant attempts at peacemaking between Israel and the Palestinians. Nevertheless, Israel and the
United States hold out hope a postArafat Middle East would be more
conducive to peace because of what
they see as Arafat’s blind eye to terror
and opposition to reform.
Polls show the second most popular Palestinian after Arafat is Marwan Barghouti, a leader of Fatah’s
young guard, But Barghouti is sery
ing five consecutive life terms in an
Israeli prison for involvement in terror attacks.
On paper, at least, a path of succession has been charted. The parliament
speaker would replace Arafat as Palestinian Authority president for 60 days,
until elections are held. However, current speaker Rauhi Fattouh is a bland
backbencher uncertain to keep power
during a turbulent transition period.
Timely elections appear unlike!):
Arafat’s other post, chief of the Palestine Liberation Organization, would
be filled, at least temporarily, by Abbas.
During Arafat’s long confinement in the compound, doctors have
equipped two rooms with medical
equipment, including X-ray, ultrasound machines and emergency resuscitation gear.
In tests this week, Arafat was in
his pajamas and wore is blue wool hat,
instead of his trademark black-and white checkered headscarf, an official
on the medical team said.
The medical official said Arafat
continues to sleep in a small room,
which has only one window and is furnished with a bed and a closer, even
though a new, sunnier room has been
refurbished for hitn on another floor.
From his small window, Arafat
looks out on rubble and heaps of cars
flattened in previous Israeli raids.
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Megan Kung / Daily Staff
Nefi Lopez, left, a sophomore undeclared major, and Andres
Corrales, a freshman international business major, help set up
Sigma Nu’s haunted house for the Associated Students haunted
house decorating competition Wednesday in the A.S. recreation
area.
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